John scrambled along the gravel berm and signalled for me to come
in behind a small breaker. As he was about to catch my bow, a grating or
graunching noise led us both to look where his kayak had been. Under
its own steam, it had gracefully slid down into the sea and was slowly
drifting out into Milford Sound.
He was distraught, almost in tears, such an embarrassing incident for
our most well qualified and skilled sea kayaking instructor.
Taking my time and relishing the moment, I paddled out and
cornered his kayak, nosing the two bows back towards the single line of
surf. I took a photo of John standing plaintively on the gravel with our
two kayak bows in the foreground.
Then I called out ‘A millions dollars for the negatives!’

The Dark Side of the Wave
Greymouth launch

John endeavouring to wedge his kayak bow on a steep face of the
gravel beach at Anita Bay, using the surge of a broken wave for
momentum.

Paul Caffyn

Paul Caffyn photographs

Apart from Harrison Cove and a tiny scrap of sand sometimes under
the vertiginous walls of Mitre Peak, the only decent landing is on a
reasonable length of gravel beach at Anita Bay. An old stone cottage
with stacked slabs of stone, built by early gold miners at the back of the
beach, was on our list to view and photograph.
At low tide, Anita Bay has a wide length of exposed gravel (see page
61 of Obscured by Waves) with no drama with landings. However, the
top of the gravel beach steepens considerably towards the berm (or
gravel crest), thus making landings more difficult at the top of the tide,
especially with a spring tide. Perhaps a destroyer shaped kayak bow
could be rammed in to wedge into the gravel berm but our lovely
curved West Greenland style kayaks’ bows just wanted to slide up and
then back on the steep gravel face.
John, after a few good ramming attempts, got sufficient friction on
the gravel without the kayak sliding backwards, to exit his Arluk 1.8
cockpit and drag in to the top of the berm, where it was delicately
poised on the crest with both bow and stern in mid air.

Another April book launch, this time for a 2nd edition of my
Stewart Island story. Our local tramping club had asked me to provide
a projector and screen for an evening of what members had been up
to over summer. The venue was a Greymouth craft brewery bar called
Hopaholics. My new book had just arrived from the printer so I
decided to do a launch at the bar.
The projector and laptop were set on top of a multi fuel burner (not
going) and the big screen on top of a large wooden barrel. I was about
to start my PowerPoint show when the co-owner of the bar asked me
to pull a few plugs from the power plug board as she had fuses popping.
Then the first few tendrils of smoke seeped out from under the ceiling.
More smoke, much more smoke, then a call, actually more of a shout, to
evacuate. Assuming it was just a minor issue, I only grabbed my laptop,
and left the screen, cables and expensive projector.
Out in the street, most of us, with a glass of beer in hand, watched as
two police cars blocked off the street and then two fire engines arrived.
I was gobsmacked to watch the hoses run inside. ‘That’s my projector
f...d.’ The bar’s co-owner, standing alongside me, responded ‘That’s my
business f…d!’
A fireman went into the bar with one of those battery operated
reciprocating saws and emerged minutes later with a smoking (more
steaming) ceiling fan, which he threw roughly into the gutter.
We were not allowed back into the bar due to some risk or other
but the owner was allowed to bring out our important stuff like car
keys and cellphone, my projector and screen. Fortunately, the big fire
hoses were not brought into play and all my kit survived intact but as
I untangled cables on the footpath one cheeky bugger approached me
and said ‘My goodness, that must be some incendiary book you were
launching!’

John, wiping tears away from his eyes (or it might be the clouds of sandflies), stands distraught on the beach berm at Anita Bay, willing
his kayak to drift back in to the beach. This photo led to Paul’s shout of ‘A million dollars for the negatives!’
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